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FOREWORD: A GLOBAL CHALLENGE

Humanity has thoughtfully struggled with the concept and criteria for death for millennia and the ‘line’ between life and death continues to be debated. The profound changes brought about by organ failure support, organ replacement technology and transplantation continue to challenge our notions of life and death. While the discussions at this forum were about the determination of death, this focus was based on a desire to maintain a reverence for life and to further inform when life ends in view of the ongoing advances in biological insight and technology.

As with most discussions about death, the challenges are complex due to:

- Philosophical, religious, and cultural differences in the concept and definitions of death
- The difficulties in performing research in this field and the resultant deficits in information and evidence on a number of aspects of the dying process
- Controversies regarding the validity of death determination practices
- Lack of understanding and/or awareness by the public and health professionals
- The emotionally charged nature of the subject matter

Over the years, alarming language has emerged in the media and academic literature around death determination and deceased donation practices. It is difficult to distinguish valid scientific critique from those criticisms based on the fear of death itself, the fear of a mistaken diagnosis or a premature declaration of death, or the fear of retrieving organs from the living. Responsible scholarship and the best available, evidence-informed policies are required to address these well-publicized concerns.

For the purposes of this forum, death was considered a biological event. Critical factors determining the success of this initial phase included the use of a common lexicon by all involved, a focus on the medical and physiological aspects of the dying process and determination of death, and emphasis on a global perspective rather than regional interests.

This forum did not include discussion or debate about ethics, law, religion or culture. The concept of death with its attending religious, spiritual, philosophical, and cultural aspects was out of scope. Instead, participants worked toward agreement based on clinical practice, informed evidence and expertise of international experts to focus on what is observable and measurable – the scientific, biological, medical aspects of the determination of death – in order to take steps towards building consensus in this important area.

To develop this consensus a common terminology was established to support clarity and precision in the language used throughout this forum and subsequent phases of work. The planning committee worked with participants to identify critical events that comprise the dying sequence with the understanding that death is a process based on cessation of function, and that the determination of death is an event (a moment in time) in that process. Tests required for a minimum acceptable clinical standard for determining death were identified, before coming to consensus on an operational definition of human
death. The final task was to develop a research agenda and initiate the development of a plan for next steps based on the architecture and outputs derived from this forum.

Future phases in this initiative will focus on resolving outstanding issues, addressing unanswered questions and developing leading practice based on the best available science. This will involve systematic reviews of the literature and the grading of available evidence. Guidelines for the determination of death must have application within a global perspective, with accessibility and utility in countries with diverse infrastructure and capabilities.

It takes experience, proficiency, collaboration and commitment by all involved to make an event like this a productive process. We gratefully acknowledge the efforts and invaluable contribution of our subject matter experts, delegates of medical professional societies, health organizations, and country-specific representatives.

Dr. Sam Shemie, Forum Chair
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Depending on the country and related professional societies, guidelines may or may not exist for the determination of death by neurological and/or circulatory criteria. If in place, these guidelines have not always been implemented or proven effective in alleviating concerns about legitimacy and conflicts of interest with deceased organ donation. The World Health Organization (WHO) and The Transplantation Society have had requests from various countries to provide guidance to inform leading practices and health policy in this area. Guidelines that are applicable in a wide range of global health care settings could provide many benefits, including promoting safe practices and assuring there are no diagnostic errors in the determination of death; protecting patients and health care professionals; improving public and professional confidence in the deceased donation process and; increasing the availability of organs obtained by ethically legitimate donation and procurement practices. In response, the WHO held an initial meeting in Geneva in December 2010 in an effort to generate interest in this global challenge in support of the Istanbul Declaration (May, 2008), the WHO Madrid Resolution (March 2010), and the World Health Assembly Resolution (May, 2010).

On May 30-31, 2012, an invitational forum sponsored by Canada and Canadian Blood Services in collaboration with the WHO was held in Montreal, Canada, as a first step in the process of guideline development. In recognition of the manner in which scientific advances continue to inform our notions of life and death, the focus of this forum was to initiate the development of global medical and scientifically-based recommendations based on the cessation of biological/physiological functions in the dying process. While it was respectfully recognized that there are various legal, ethical, cultural and religious perspectives on death which can impact the utility of recommendations in the field, these perspectives were not a subject for debate or discussion at this initial meeting.

Thirty-two invited participants and delegates from a broad range of countries and professional societies participated in the forum. A comprehensive background package was provided to participants in advance including a selected bibliography of scientific, peer-reviewed articles related to death determination, a literature review on definitions of death, and a draft lexicon of medical terminology relevant to death determination policy and practice. At the meeting, international experts reviewed historical information and baseline knowledge and provided their perspectives on current issues and controversies. Participants then worked in small groups on specific challenge questions. Further plenary discussions and decision-making resulted in consensus in seven key areas as follows.

1. Death is first and foremost determined using clinical criteria based on direct, measurable observation or examination of the patient.

2. The physiological sequences of the cessation of circulatory and neurological functions leading to death were constructed to illustrate the critical events that occur when a catastrophic injury or illness occurs.
3. Clinical tests that fulfill the minimum clinical standard for the determination of death were defined for both the neurological and the circulatory sequences. Preconditions and confounding conditions that may impede or invalidate death diagnosis were also identified.

4. Certain ancillary and/or complementary laboratory tests may be useful in situations where clinical testing cannot be performed or where confounding or special conditions are present. It was recognized that there are limitations to the use of some of these tests and that further work is needed to identify reliability of these tests.

5. A precise terminology was reviewed and finalized in order to improve clarity in death determination discussions and debate.

6. Human death was defined based on measurable biomedical standards. Participants supported a movement away from anatomically-based terms such as brain death or cardiac death that erroneously imply the death of that organ. Emphasis was placed on the cessation of neurological or circulatory function and the predominance of brain function for determination of death.

   “Death occurs when there is permanent loss of capacity for consciousness and loss of all brainstem functions. This may result from permanent cessation of circulation and/or after catastrophic brain injury. In the context of death determination, ‘permanent’ refers to loss of function that cannot resume spontaneously and will not be restored through intervention.”

   This definition is based on the cessation of function (the primary and fundamental purpose of an organ that can be assessed by observation and examination and is necessary for sustained life) rather than activities (physiologic properties of cells and groups of cells that can be measured by laboratory means).

7. The forum recognized that this report provides the architecture for future deliberations. Recommendations were made for further research to inform practice and address information gaps. The group also recommended a comprehensive review and grading of existing evidence related to the neurological and circulatory determination of death, as well as a review of qualifications for clinical and ancillary testing associated with death determination. The forum also recognized that order to further advance the development and implementation of comprehensive guidelines, work with a broader international group of stakeholders will be required.
1. FORUM OVERVIEW

1.1 Committees

Two committees were established to provide leadership and management for the development of the forum process. A Planning Committee met regularly for nine months prior to the forum to develop the agenda, the process, and the supportive background documents, and to manage the logistics. A Forum Advisory Committee of international experts was also created to review forum materials and provide their advice throughout the preparatory phase.

Forum Planning Committee

Dr. Sam Shemie, Forum Chair
- Professor of Pediatrics, McGill University, Montreal, Canada
- Division of Critical Care, Montreal Children's Hospital
- Loeb Chair and Research Consortium in Organ and Tissue Donation, University of Ottawa
- Executive Medical Director, Canadian Blood Services

Dr. Andrew Baker
- Canadian Critical Care Society Representative
- Chief, Department of Critical Care, Department of Anesthesia, St. Michael's Hospital, Toronto, Canada
- Professor of Anesthesia and Critical Care, University of Toronto, Canada

Ms. Laura Hornby
- Lead Project Manager, Determination of Death Practices in the ICU Research Program, Children's Hospital of Eastern Ontario Research Institute, Ottawa
- Loeb Research Consortium in Organ and Tissue Donation, University of Ottawa
- Organ Donation Research Program, Montreal Children’s Hospital

Ms. Dorothy Strachan
- Process Consultant and Facilitator, Strachan-Tomlinson Inc., Ottawa, Canada

Dr. Jeanne Teitelbaum
- Neurologist and Neuro-Intensivist, Department of Neurology and Neurosurgery, Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital, McGill University Health Centre, Montreal, Canada
- Program Director for Neurocritical Care, Montreal Neurological Institute
- Associate Professor of Neurology, McGill University

Ms. Sylvia Torrance
- Director, Strategic Planning, Organ Donation and Transplantation, Canadian Blood Services, Ottawa, Canada
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Ms. Kimberly Young
- Executive Director, Organs and Tissues, Canadian Blood Services

Forum International Advisory Committee

Dr. James Bernat
- Professor of Medicine and Neurology, Dartmouth Medical School
- Director, Clinical Ethics Program, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Department of Neurology, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, USA

Professor Alexander Capron
- Vice Dean, Faculty and Academic Affairs, University of Southern California (USC)
- Scott H. Bice Chair, Healthcare Law, Policy and Ethics
- Professor of Law and Medicine, Keck School of Medicine, USC
- Co-Director, Pacific Center for Health Policy and Ethics, USC Gould School of Law, USA

Dr. Frank Delmonico
- Professor of Surgery, Harvard Medical School
- Massachusetts General Hospital, Emeritus Director of Renal Transplantation
- President-Elect, The Transplantation Society
- Advisor, WHO, Organ Donation and Transplantation
- Medical Director, New England Organ Bank, USA

Dr. Luc Noel
- Coordinator, Clinical Procedures Department for Health Systems and Policies and Workforce, World Health Organization, Switzerland

1.2 Background

Depending on the country and related professional societies, guidelines may or may not exist for the determination of death by neurological and/or circulatory criteria. If in place, these guidelines have not always been implemented or proven effective in alleviating concerns about legitimacy and conflicts of interest with deceased organ donation. Country and professional society perspectives and interests are likely to vary depending on the stage of development of deceased donation programs. The significant diversity in health services and standards of care worldwide is an additional complicating factor.

Both the World Health Organization (WHO) and The Transplant Society have had requests from various countries to provide guidance in the area of death determination, as any international initiative to improve deceased donation is fundamentally predicated on a common understanding and best practices for the determination of death. The WHO held an initial meeting in Geneva in December 2010 in an effort to generate interest in this global challenge.
The purpose of this forum was to initiate the development of medical and scientifically-based guidelines and recommendations to inform health policy regarding leading practices for the determination of death. It was developed and sponsored by Canadian Blood Services in partnership with the WHO.

Forum objectives were:
1. To consult with forum participants and other key stakeholders prior to the forum about the current situation of countries and professional associations with respect to the determination of death in their domains,
2. To develop background documents in support of forum discussions and decision-making,
3. To discuss and come to agreement on a shared understanding of how to accomplish the purpose of this initiative,
4. To create a plan for moving this initiative to the next stage, and
5. To create mutual support, collaboration and education in support of the Istanbul Declaration\(^2\) (May 2008), the WHO Madrid Resolution\(^3\) (March 2010), and the World Health Assembly Resolution\(^4\) (May 2010) and related strategic issues affecting global alignment on death determination and deceased donation.

This forum took an initial step – developing consensus on the determination of death based on neurological and circulatory criteria – in a longer journey that is directed toward facilitating and enhancing regional and international practices. Such a consensus can provide many benefits:
- Promoting safe practices and minimizing diagnostic errors in the determination of death,
- Protecting patients and health care professionals,
- Improving public and professional confidence in the deceased donation process,
- Upholding the “Dead Donor Rule”,
- Increasing the availability of organs obtained by ethically legitimate donation and procurement practices.

### 1.3 Scope

For this forum, the following items were identified as being within scope for discussion.
- Discussions were focused on the biological/medical aspects of death determination. It was respectfully recognized that there are various legal, ethical, cultural and religious perspectives on death. However, while these perspectives must be considered in terms of implementation, they were out-of-scope and not subject for debate at this forum.
- A critical success factor for the meeting was decision making based on scientific evidence. A selected bibliography was provided ahead of the meeting for participants. However, a comprehensive review of scientific information and grading of evidence was beyond the scope of this meeting.
- The forum included consideration of both neurological and circulatory death determination.
- The forum included consideration of both adult and pediatric patients.
- The recommendations provide a global perspective, i.e. the recommendations need to be applicable across the world, regardless of technology available.
The recommendations identify the minimum criteria (lowest acceptable standard) for the determination of death, i.e. what constitutes acceptable medical practice in this area.

### 1.4 Forum Process

The forum process brought together a group of international subject matter experts and representatives from professional organizations and countries to build an initial understanding and consensus on a variety of topics related to death determination (Appendix C: Forum Participants). Professional organizations were selected based on their involvement in the care of patients who may die after catastrophic brain injuries and/or circulatory arrest.

In preparation for the meeting, a comprehensive background package was provided to participants in advance of the forum. This included a selected bibliography of scientific, peer-reviewed articles related to death determination (Appendix A), a literature review on definitions of death, and a draft lexicon of medical terminology relevant to death determination. A survey was also distributed to participants prior to the forum, to establish what practices and guidelines related to both circulatory and neurological death determination were available in various countries and to identify concerns and issues related to death determination.

Because of the challenging and sensitive nature of the subject matter, as well as the international nature of the group, the approach at the meeting was to deconstruct the dying process and reach consensus on foundational building blocks before proceeding to more difficult and controversial topics. The first steps included:

- Establishment of a common terminology to ensure shared understanding during discussions
- Identification of the neurological sequence leading to death after catastrophic brain injury
- Identification of the circulatory-respiratory sequence leading to death after cardiac arrest
- Identification of criteria, preconditions and confounding factors for the critical events along those pathways,
- Determination of the point of death along those sequences,
- Development of an operational definition of human death,
- Development of a research agenda to identify gaps in knowledge.

Each section of the meeting began with an international expert speaker to provide historical information, review baseline knowledge, and provide an expert’s perspective on current issues and controversies. After each presentation, plenary discussions provided an opportunity to interact with speakers and ask questions. Participants were provided reference sheets as condensed summaries of existing evidence and then divided into groups with extensive discussions around each challenge question. Group results were discussed in plenary sessions, with outputs being reworked until consensus was reached. Consensus was defined as meaning substantial agreement and was based on participants stating that they agreed with or could live with the proposal, and would support the decision both within and outside the meeting. The reference fact sheets were revised and confirmed as part of the table and plenary discussions during the forum process.
At the end of the first day, the Forum Planning Committee met to review conclusions generated through small group discussions and developed a report for consideration the following morning. Given that this forum was an initial step in the development of death determination guidelines, discussions on the second day also focused on next steps related to the further development and implementation of related practice guidelines. Plans are in progress for subsequent work in future phases to further develop and implement these guidelines.

1.5 Forum Agenda

Introduction

Kimberly Young, Executive Director, Organs and Tissues, Canadian Blood Services, welcomed participants, describing the substantive contributions of the Canadian Council for Donation and Transplantation and Canadian Blood Services in collaborative policy development related to ICU-based care in organ and tissue donation. She commented that Canadian Blood Services is proud to host this forum as an initial phase in a longer process focused on global consensus building, and to co-sponsor the event with the WHO.

Challenge Address

Dr. Sam Shemie, Forum Chair, provided a dynamic challenge address to set the stage for expert forum presentations and discussions. In his remarks, Dr. Shemie emphasized the critical success factors for the meeting which included using common terminology, focusing on medical and biological aspects of death determination, using evidence-informed clinical expertise and an international perspective, and thinking globally rather than focusing on regional interests.

Dr. Shemie also reviewed the evolution of the understanding of death and the impact of new technologies and procedures that challenge traditional concepts of irreversibility, including extracorporeal technologies and decompressive craniectomy. He described the forum approach and outlined what forum participants would be doing and how they would build consensus on various aspects of death determination. Dr. Shemie concluded by thanking forum participants and the organizations and countries they represented for their support.

International Perspectives

Dr. Luc Noel, Coordinator, Clinical Procedures Department for Health Systems Policies and Workforce at the WHO, provided a WHO and international perspective on the purpose of the forum. He pointed out that the need for international guidelines on death determination arose out of a request by member states at the 65th World Health Assembly. Dr. Noel explained that rigorous and systematic guidelines that are based on the best science available and are respectful of global diversities can provide a credible and well-organized reference for use by all countries. He concluded by commenting on the importance of placing death and deceased donation in the context of common experience.
Assumptions and Key Considerations

Facilitator Dorothy Strachan reviewed the core assumptions and key considerations for the meeting. The group reaffirmed the following as being critical for discussions throughout the forum:

- Protecting the interests of dying patients overrides facilitating deceased donation for the purposes of transplantation.
- The scope of this work will be restricted to the scientific, medical and biological basis for the determination of death.
- The principle of the ‘dead donor rule’ applies to deceased donation practices.
- The best scientific and medical evidence available should be used to inform decisions.
- Agreement on terminology for the purposes of the forum is essential to support discussion.
- The guidelines and recommendations must have utility, applicability and be workable in a wide range of global health care practice settings.

Presentations

Expert speakers (in order of presentation) included:

Death and the Brain: A Clinical Assessment (and Nothing Else)
Dr. Eelco Wijdicks, Professor of Neurology, Mayo Clinic College of Medicine

In his presentation Dr. Eelco Wijdicks provided a comprehensive history of the controversies and milestones related to practices regarding the determination of death based on neurological criteria – “brain death”. In his overview he referred to key papers and guidelines that have informed the state of the field today, focusing on the 2010 guidelines from the American Academy of Neurology (AAN)\(^5\). He then reviewed the use of the apnea test and various confirmatory tests, discussing some of the associated issues.

Dr. Wijdicks also described a survey of 80 nations regarding brain death criteria\(^6\). While the fundamentals of clinical testing for brain death are remarkably similar, there are substantial differences between countries that are generally related to the time of observation, the qualification of the examiner, and the use of confirmatory tests. He also noted that mistakes in death determinations were generally the result of inexperienced physicians, misjudgment of confounders, and/or misapplication of criteria. To close his presentation, he provided advice to participants in coming to consensus on the determination of death based on neurological criteria:

- Focus on the brainstem (“look below the tentorium”).
- Accept a clinical dividing line - once all is lost, nothing returns; when some function is preserved recovery may occur.
- Ask ‘why should this patient not be brain dead’
- Stick to the essentials: etiology, preconditions, confounders and the clinical neurological examination.
- The 2010 AAN guideline is a reasonable start for discussion.
**Death and Circulation: History and Current Concepts**

Dr. James L. Bernat, Louis and Ruth Frank Professor of Medicine, Dartmouth Medical School, New Hampshire

Dr. James L. Bernat opened his presentation by commenting that traditional death determination – both in current practice and prior to cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and mechanical ventilation – is the cessation of circulation and respiration, and this determination remains useful for the majority of deaths.

Speaking to the wide variation in medical and legal language to describe death, Dr. Bernat noted that there was a need for greater uniformity within and among countries to ensure better public trust. In discussing the situation in the United States, he explained the confusion arising from the terms “permanent” cessation of circulatory function (will not be restored spontaneously or through intervention) and “irreversible” cessation (cannot be reversed using current technology). He emphasized that, despite the use of “irreversible” in statutes of death, the traditional standard of death always has been the permanent cessation of circulation. Dr. Bernat also discussed donation after cardiocirculatory death (DCD) and issues surrounding auto-resuscitation and use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) after death.

**Historical Review of the Definition of Death: Evolving Towards an Operational Definition of Human Death**

Prof. Alexander M. Capron, Professor, University of Southern California

Dr. Alexander Capron began this session by providing a brief history of the medical understanding of death. He noted that people had different ideas of what a “definition” of death encompassed, ranging from a spiritual understanding to clinical and laboratory tests to determine death. Dr. Capron suggested that a new, uniform and universal approach to death definition was needed – one that was applicable to all people regardless of jurisdiction or circumstances. This was driven by the technological advances in ventilation support for patients, the improved success rates of transplantation, as well as the movement of persons among jurisdictions.

Dr. Capron also discussed the different groups that potentially had death determination decision-making authority: the physician (individual clinical judgment); a group of experts (decision through professional guidelines); the patient or family (based on preference or religious exemptions); and/or decision by society through legal authority and legislation. Understanding these decision-making powers and how to exercise them when implementing an operational definition of death is essential to supporting effective practice.

As advice to forum participants for their deliberations, Dr. Capron noted that any definition of death should:

- Be defined as a single phenomenon
- Describe the death of the organism as a whole (not the whole organism)- destruction or disintegration is not required
- Be relevant to most prevalent situations and practices
- Be uniform among people and situations
- Be adaptable to advances in technique
- Be reliable in application
- Be acceptable to practitioners and the public

Building Global Agreement around Complex Practices: Lessons Learned
Professor Charles L. Sprung, Director, General Intensive Care Unit, Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care Medicine, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem

Dr. Sprung shared lessons learned from his experiences in international consensus building in both research and clinical practice, initially from the Ethicus Study and in particular from the Welpicus study (Consensus Guidelines for Worldwide End of Life Practice for Patients in Intensive Care Units). He noted that broad representation and diverse opinions were required for international consensus. Dr. Sprung identified some of the tools that had been successful in achieving consensus on end-of-life-care issues: a modified Delphi process for identification of issues for inclusion in the study, use of coordinating centres for issue review, a web site and translation for sharing and reviewing of documents, and an expert steering committee to guide the process. He also emphasized that decisions must make sense at a practical level across cultures and professions, being sensitive to the different ways and means of communication to support long-term engagement.

Dr. Sprung ended his presentation by summarizing his recommendations:
- Prospectively involve as many stakeholders as possible – health care professional organizations, patient advocate groups, etc.
- Make stakeholders part of the process from the beginning.
- Define the key issues, especially controversial ones.
- Develop a process for defining and developing consensus for these issues.
- Determine the reasons for the lack of consensus, and try again.
- Develop a process for communication and dissemination of literature.
- Provide periodic reminders to professional societies to sustain engagement and facilitate support.
- Develop protocols and standard operating procedures where there is consensus.

WHO Guidelines Development Process
Dr. Margaret Harris, Guidelines Review Committee (GRC) Secretariat, WHO

Dr. Harris outlined the history and requirements of the WHO guideline development process which has been evolving since 1947 to its current state. She supported Dr. Sprung’s comments regarding the need to engage individuals with a broad range of expertise and experience, e.g., medical, scientific, legal, economic, ethical and patient perspectives from both countries and professional societies. Dr. Harris
also stressed that development of guidelines needs to be transparent, evidence-based and unbiased. “Transparency and consistency in relation to how the guidelines are developed is essential to reduce bias and skepticism and support implementation.” Peer-review and grading of evidence were also key components in the WHO guideline development process.

**Forum Research Group: Dr. Andrew Baker, Canada (Lead); Ms. Laura Hornby, Canada; Dr. Tong Kiat Kwek, Singapore; Jeanne Teitelbaum, Canada; Dr. Alexander Manara, United Kingdom**

One important outcome of this forum was the development of a research agenda to support discussions in the next phases of this initiative. To this end, a Forum Research Group was formed to identify during the meeting:

- Relevant research that is currently in progress or in planning,
- Specific topic areas of existing evidence required to be assembled to inform practice and policy decisions subsequent to this meeting, and
- Major gaps in existing or planned research.

The Forum Research Group was asked to focus on the questions that are realistically answerable (feasible and fundable) within a reasonable timeframe. The Group’s findings were presented and discussed on the second day.

**Consensus Discussions**

After each presentation, group results were discussed in plenary sessions, with outputs being reworked until consensus was reached. The outcomes and consensus from these discussions are presented in Section 2 of this document.

**Closing Remarks**

Dr. Sam Shemie, Forum Chair, closed the meeting by thanking the participants, as well as the Planning and International Advisory Committees, commenting that not only had the expressed objectives been achieved for this meeting, they had been surpassed. Participant evaluations of the meeting design, process and outcomes rated the forum as excellent.

Dr. Luc Noel (WHO) highlighted the quality of both the group and the organization of the event. “We have a fantastic starting point and need to bring the results of this forum to those who also need to be at the table to support a global implementation process in the future.”

Dr. Shemie committed to providing a forum communiqué and forum report to the participants, as well as to keeping the group informed of future developments and next steps in the process.
2. FORUM OUTCOMES

2.1 Terminology

Participants agreed to the following terminology, in order to improve the clarity of discussions and debate, for use during and subsequent to this forum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Physiologic properties of cells and groups of cells that can be measured by laboratory means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asystole - electrical</td>
<td>A condition characterized by the absence of electrical, and hence mechanical, activity of the heart, resulting in the absence of contractions of the myocardium and cardiac output/antegrade blood flow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asystole - mechanical</td>
<td>The absence of effective contractions of the myocardium and no cardiac output/antegrade blood flow. May occur in the presence of an organized or disorganized electrocardiac rhythm, e.g. pulseless electrical activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoresuscitation</td>
<td>The spontaneous resumption of heart contractions causing antegrade circulation that is not induced by cardiopulmonary resuscitation or other external assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain death</td>
<td>Diagnosis and confirmation of death based on the irreversible cessation of functioning of the entire brain, including the brainstem (this forum supports the movement away from this traditional and imprecise terminology in favour of the Cessation of Neurological Function).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstem death</td>
<td>Diagnosis and confirmation of death based on the irreversible cessation of functioning of the brainstem, predominantly but not exclusively secondary to a supratentorial brain injury (this forum supports the movement away from this traditional and imprecise terminology in favour of the Cessation of Neurological Function).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>The abrupt cessation of circulation of the blood due to failure of the heart to contract effectively. Also known as cardiopulmonary arrest, cardiopulmonary arrest or circulatory arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catastrophic brain injury leading to death</td>
<td>Etiologies of high severity that are common causes of brain death, such as but not limited to, traumatic brain injury, cerebrovascular accidents and hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy after resuscitated cardiac arrest. Other forms of catastrophic brain injury that have any degree of residual clinical brain or brainstem function are not under consideration and may include persistent vegetative states, permanent vegetative states, anencephaly or those conditions related to the historical concept of higher brain (cortical) death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral electrical activity</td>
<td>Electrical activity of the brain, as measured using an electroencephalogram (EEG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cessation</td>
<td>Stoppage, termination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulation</td>
<td>Anterograde flow of blood through the aorta and arterial system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulatory death determination</td>
<td>Diagnosis and confirmation of death based on circulatory criteria. Also known as death after cardiac arrest, or death after cardiocirculatory arrest, or death after circulatory-respiratory determination (this forum supports the movement away from this traditional and imprecise terminology in favour of the Cessation of Circulatory Function).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>Based on direct, measurable observation or examination of the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coma</td>
<td>Prolonged absence of wakefulness, awareness and the capacity for sensory perception or responsiveness to the external environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confounding conditions</td>
<td>Circumstances during which a diagnostic test may become unreliable and require repetition over time or application of an alternative test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consciousness – loss of capacity for</td>
<td>Lack of current or any future potential for awareness, wakefulness, interaction and capacity for sensory perception of, or responsiveness to the external environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria - minimal</td>
<td>Refers to the least possible that can be done and is an absolute value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria - minimum</td>
<td>Refers to the lowest acceptable standard, which is a relative standard often pitched above the minimal. The standard recommended by this forum sets the minimum clinical criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead donor rule</td>
<td>A principle governing deceased donation practices stating that vital organs should only be taken from dead patients and, correlatively, living patients must not be killed by organ retrieval. This rule does not apply to living donation of non-vital organs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>The moment in time during the dying process when the individual passes from the state of being alive to that of being dead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death – concept of</td>
<td>An abstract, unprovable explanation of death, generally based on religious, spiritual or philosophical beliefs (this forum supports the movement away from this traditional terminology in favour of the Operational Definition of Human Death).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death – declaration of</td>
<td>The point in time at which a health professional, having determined that an individual is dead, formally states this finding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death – operational definition of</td>
<td>Biomedical criteria that describe the state of human death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death – determination of</td>
<td>Processes and tests required to diagnose death in accordance with established criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disintegration</td>
<td>Loss of intactness, solidness or cohesion. Such loss can apply to function or to matter (tissues, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dying</td>
<td>The process of moving from the state of being alive to that of being dead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECMO</td>
<td>Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation / extracorporeal oxygenation and circulation of blood deployed for life threatening lung or heart-lung failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromechanical dissociation</td>
<td>A form of mechanical asystole. A rhythm frequently encountered during cardiac arrest, characterized by organized electrical activity without circulation, traditionally measured by the absence of a palpable pulse or pulsatile arterial blood pressure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed dilated pupils</td>
<td>Pupils in mid-position or greater and unreactive to light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>In the context of organs, the primary and fundamental purpose of that organ that can be assessed by observation and examination and is necessary for sustained life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>Combined or coordinated separate elements that provide a harmonious, interrelated whole; organized or structured so that constituent units function cooperatively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irreversible</td>
<td>Pertaining to a situation or condition that will not or cannot return or resume. In the context of death determination, there are variable definitions including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Loss of function or a condition that cannot be restored by anyone under any circumstances at a time now or in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Loss of function or a condition that cannot be restored by those present at the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Loss of function or a condition that will not resume and will not be restored. Also referred to as permanent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroimaging</td>
<td>Diagnostic brain imaging techniques to identify structural brain injury, e.g., CT scan, MRI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological death determination</td>
<td>Diagnosis and confirmation of death based on neurological criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No effective intervention</td>
<td>A therapeutic intervention that is not deployed because it is not effective, not medically indicated under those circumstances, not available or accessible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>Assisted ventilation including bag/mask ventilation, non-invasive support e.g. BiPAP (bilevel positive airway pressure), conventional mechanical ventilation via artificial airway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractory to treatment</td>
<td>Does not respond to intervention in a clinically meaningful manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>Pertaining to a situation or condition that will not return to its previous state. In the context of death determination, refers to loss of function that will not resume spontaneously and will not be restored through intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions</td>
<td>Patient related prerequisites that should be fulfilled prior to application of diagnostic tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory arrest</td>
<td>Cessation of breathing. In the context of death discussions, this may be primary and lead to a subsequent cardiac arrest, or it may be secondary to the loss of brainstem function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>A procedure performed in diagnosis or detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test - ancillary</td>
<td>A complementary test or an alternative test to one that otherwise, for any reason, cannot be conducted or is unreliable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test - clinical</td>
<td>A bedside test typically based on physical examination of the patient, but may include the use of a stethoscope and vital signs monitors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test - confirmatory</td>
<td>A test performed to confirm a previously conducted test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test - laboratory</td>
<td>A technical test requiring use of elaborate equipment and medical technologies, e.g., blood testing, diagnostic imaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test - supplemental</td>
<td>A test performed in addition to an already conducted test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unity</td>
<td>The combination or arrangement of parts into a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular fibrillation</td>
<td>A condition in which there is uncoordinated contraction of the cardiac muscle of the ventricles that causes the cessation of circulation. Also referred to as V-fib or VF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital function</td>
<td>Necessary for sustained life.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Death and the Brain

Supplemental Reference Document

Participants reviewed and revised the supplemental reference document provided on Death and the Brain. This document contained condensed information from the selected bibliography of scientific, peer-reviewed articles selected by the Planning Committee (Appendix A) to assist in deliberations and decision making. The document is presented below.

Illustrative Examples for Preconditions to Neurological Testing

1. Established etiology of brain injury that is capable of causing irreversible cessation of brain function
2. Absence of:
   - Hemodynamic shock
   - Clinically significant drug intoxication
   - Hypothermia
   - Clinically significant electrolyte or metabolic disturbances
3. Intact neuromuscular function including reversal of neuromuscular blockade

Tests of Neurological Function

1. Clinical Tests
   - loss of consciousness
   - absence of spontaneous movements (excluding spinal reflexes)
   - absence of motor responses in cranial distribution
   - loss of brainstem reflexes
     - absent pupillary light reflex-pupils mid-position or greater (‘fixed dilated pupils’)
     - corneal
     - gag/pharyngeal
     - cough/tracheal
     - vestibulo-ocular (‘cold caloric’)
     - oculo-cephalic (‘dolls eye’)
   - loss of capacity to breathe

2. Laboratory Tests
   - isoelectric EEG
   - absent brain blood flow
   - absence of brain perfusion
   - absence of cerebral metabolic activity
   - absent brainstem evoked potentials after wave 1
   - evidence of tonsillar herniation by neuro-imaging
3. Guidelines

- Areas of general consistency among country specific guidelines for brain death \(^{5,8-11}\) include:
  - unresponsive coma with an established etiology
  - absence of reversible conditions
  - absence of cortical or brainstem mediated motor responses
  - absent brainstem reflexes
  - loss of the capacity to breathe

- Variability in practice \(^{6,12,13}\) includes:
  - procedural aspects of apnea testing
  - impact of therapeutic medications that may depress central nervous system function
  - observation time
  - age-related criteria
  - required level of physician expertise
  - provisions for anoxic-ischemic brain death
  - effect of therapeutic hypothermia
  - confirmatory, supplemental or ancillary testing (EEG, brain blood flow testing)
  - time of death

4. Spinal Reflexes

- In a systematic review of movements in brain death \(^{14}\) spinal-mediated reflexes included plantar flexion and triple flexion responses, muscle stretch reflexes, abdominal contractions, sitting up posturing and respiratory-like movements that may be present in as many as 40-50% of brain death cases.
- Complex, non-brain mediated motor and spontaneous movements and non-respiratory triggering of the ventilator may occur in patients who are brain dead \(^{5}\).

5. Single vs Multiple Exams

- In a review of 1,229 adult and 82 pediatric patients pronounced brain dead, there were no cases of recovery of brainstem function upon repeat examination \(^{15}\).
- Wijdicks et al \(^{5}\) reported that there is insufficient evidence to determine the minimally acceptable observation period to ensure that neurologic functions have ceased irreversibly.
6. Ancillary and Supplemental Testing

- In many jurisdictions, brain death is a clinical determination and ancillary testing is reserved for cases when clinical criteria cannot be completed or confounding conditions cannot be resolved.
- In some jurisdictions, brain death requires the use of a supplementary or confirmatory test. The most commonly recommended supplemental tests are EEG, 4 vessel cerebral angiography or radionuclide testing.
- Newer tests – inconsistently recommended – include CT angiography, CT perfusion, MR angiography and transcranial Doppler.
- There is insufficient evidence to determine if newer ancillary tests accurately confirm the cessation of function of the entire brain\textsuperscript{5}.

7. Apnea test

- Wijdicks et al\textsuperscript{5} reported that apneic oxygenation diffusion to determine apnea is safe, but there is insufficient evidence to determine the comparative safety of techniques used for apnea testing.
- Due to theoretical concerns about the effect of hypercarbia on cerebral blood flow in potential brain death, many guidelines recommend performance of the apnea test after all other clinical testing has been completed\textsuperscript{6}.

8. Reports of Reversibility

- There are no published reports of recovery of neurologic function after a diagnosis of brain death in adults using the criteria reviewed in the 1995 American Academy of Neurology practice parameters\textsuperscript{5}.
- ANZICS\textsuperscript{8} states there is no documented case of a person who fulfils the preconditions and criteria for brain death ever subsequently developing any return of brain function.
- There are a number of subsequent case reports describing apparent recovery of neurological function after the diagnosis of brain death. It is controversial as to whether these reports represent errors in the application of diagnostic criteria, confounding conditions or cases of reversibility after properly applied testing.
- Recent cases\textsuperscript{16,17} also emphasize the potential for the confounding impact of therapeutic hypothermia.
Neurological Sequence in the Dying Process

Participants came to consensus on the neurological sequence of the dying process. A summary of the sequence is provided below.

Figure 1: Neurological Sequence in the Dying Process

The following terminology was particularly relevant during discussions, and is repeated here to provide clarity in the description of the process:

**Catastrophic Brain Injury:** Etiologies of high severity that are common causes of brain death, such as but not limited to, traumatic brain injury, cerebrovascular accidents and hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy after resuscitated cardiac arrest. Other forms of catastrophic brain injury that have any degree of residual clinical brain or brainstem function are not under consideration and may include persistent vegetative states, permanent vegetative states, anencephaly or those conditions related to the historical concept of higher brain (cortical) death.
Function: In the context of organs, the primary and fundamental purpose of that organ that can be assessed by observation and examination and is necessary for sustained life. Function should be distinguished from activities, as defined by physiologic properties of cells and groups of cells that can be measured by laboratory means. Examples of brain function such as the capacity for consciousness or ability for unassisted breathing as distinguished by examples of brain activity such as posterior pituitary antidiuretic hormone release or residual nests of neuronal electrical function.

Description of the Neurological Sequence of the Dying Process

This pathway illustrates the critical events that occur when a catastrophic brain injury leads to the death of the individual as determined using neurological criteria. Patients who have a catastrophic brain injury where death follows the withdrawal of life-sustaining therapies follow a different sequence of events (see Figure 2, A). Patients will have received mechanical ventilation, and various other neuro-protective interventions (such as hyperosmolar therapy, ventricular drainage, decompressive craniectomy) may have been initiated. At N-1, the patient continues to deteriorate in spite of intervention and there is recognition that the patient may evolve to brain death. At N-2, the deterioration has continued to a point that brain function has ceased. However, at this point, there may still be a possibility that brain function can be restored spontaneously or through intervention. If preconditions are met, confounding factors are absent and there is no effective treatment available, then by N-3, the brain has ceased functioning and there is no possibility to resume.

Because of the dynamic nature of events in this situation, precise time intervals between events will vary and cannot be determined. In fact, the events may overlap and occur at the same time. For example, if the conditions of N-1 and N-2 are met, i.e. the situation is refractory to intervention (N-1), no effective treatment is available and brain function has ceased (N-2), N-3 has occurred. The timeline also reflects the evaluation and testing sequence followed by the physician, recognizing that the determination of death after cessation of brain function is a process that identifies an event that has already occurred.

Minimum Acceptable Clinical Standard and Additional Tests for Cessation of Brain Function

After agreeing that death is first and foremost determined using clinical criteria, participants came to consensus on the minimum acceptable clinical standards to test for the cessation of brain function. There was also recognition that there are certain ancillary laboratory tests that may be useful in situations where clinical testing cannot be performed or in situations where confounding or special conditions are present. Table 1 presents the consensus points for both the clinical criteria and the laboratory tests.
Table 1: Minimum Acceptable Clinical Standard and Additional Tests for Cessation of Brain Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Minimum Acceptable Clinical Standard</th>
<th>Beyond the Minimum Clinical Standard Additional Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-1</td>
<td>Catastrophic brain injury: Continuing deterioration and progressive loss of brainstem function despite intervention</td>
<td>1. Established etiology and/or structural lesion capable of causing death by neurological criteria</td>
<td>1. Neuroimaging that explains the severity of brain injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Reduced consciousness (as measured by GCS 3-5 or 4-score)</td>
<td>2. Repetition of clinical exams with trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Evidence for progressing loss of brainstem function</td>
<td>3. Demonstration of elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) by monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-2</td>
<td>Cessation of brain function</td>
<td>1. Coma (excluding spinal cord mediated reflexes)</td>
<td>None: cessation of brain function is a clinical determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Absence of brainstem reflexes:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Pupils mid-position or greater and absent pupillary light reflex (fixed dilated pupils)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Corneal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Gag/pharyngeal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Cough/tracheal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Vestibulo-ocular (‘cold caloric’)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Loss of capacity to breathe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NB: performance of apnea testing should be reserved as the last test of brainstem function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-3</td>
<td>Cessation of brain function with no possibility to resume</td>
<td>1. Preconditions fulfilled</td>
<td>1. Repetition of the minimum clinical standard examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Confounding conditions excluded or addressed</td>
<td>2. Ancillary laboratory tests e.g.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Refractory to all applied interventions</td>
<td>- Demonstration of brain blood flow or perfusion to be absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Intervention not available or indicated</td>
<td>- Refractory intracranial hypertension as measured by ICP monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Transcranial Doppler consistent with absent net flow velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Electrodiagnostic testing (e.g., EEG, absent evoked potentials)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preconditions Prior to Testing

Preconditions are prerequisites that must be fulfilled prior to application of diagnostic tests:
- Absence of hemodynamic shock
- Established etiology and absence of reversible etiologies to explain the coma
- Competency of the health care professional performing the clinical determination
- Competency of the health care professional performing and interpreting ancillary laboratory testing

Confounding Conditions for Testing

Confounding conditions are circumstances during which a diagnostic test may become unreliable and require repetition over time or application of an alternative test:
- Hypothermia
- The use of therapeutic hypothermia prior to determination
- The presence of central nervous system (CNS) depressing drugs that may explain or contribute to coma. Clinical judgment of the physician is required to determine at what level drugs play a role as confounders due to differences in drug tolerance and type of drug, inherent metabolism and hepato-renal function, as well as complicating effects between treatments, especially related to altered pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics associated with therapeutic hypothermia
- High cervical spine injury
- Evidence of acquired or iatrogenic neuromuscular paralysis, e.g., Guillain-Barré syndrome, residual neuromuscular blockade
- Severe acid-base, electrolyte, endocrine abnormality that may explain or contribute to coma
- Shock

Key Considerations

Key considerations describe points made by participants that identify important circumstances, data, reflections, and potential impacts that were taken into account during discussions:
- The clinical criteria and conditions listed here may not be applicable to neonatal patients (term ≥ 36 weeks, age ≤ 30 days).
- Ancillary tests to demonstrate the absence of brain blood flow or brain electrical function may be used in addition to, but not a substitute for, the clinical determination when unresolved confounding conditions exist, or when there is an inability to complete the clinical determination.
  - Depending on the jurisdiction, the determination of death may or may not involve complementary testing.
  - If neuroimaging does not demonstrate structural injury to explain the coma, great caution is advised in determining death using neurological criteria.
While EEG is still accepted as an ancillary test in some jurisdictions, practitioners must be aware of the limitations of its use, including the possibility of electrical artifacts and its measurements being restricted to cortical function with no ability to detect deep cerebrum or brainstem activity.

- Evoked potentials are limited to the evaluation of specific anatomic brainstem tracts.
- In some situations, observation and repeat clinical testing over time may be an alternative to achieve a higher standard when laboratory testing is unavailable.
- There are legal, cultural, religious and socioeconomic factors that may warrant using differing approaches (e.g., legislated evaluation by a second physician when organ donation is being considered, requirements for laboratory technology and ancillary testing). These factors are respectfully acknowledged but out of scope for the purpose of these guidelines.
- The time of death is the time when the apnea test is completed (after all other clinical criteria are met).
- Time delay from injury to treatment: If there is a treatment change, reassessment may be needed to evaluate response to therapy.
- The decision whether intervention (e.g., decompressive craniectomy) is effective or medically indicated in a particular circumstance is a clinical decision that is out of the scope of this forum.
2.3 Death and Circulation

Supplemental Reference Document

Participants reviewed and revised the supplemental reference document provided on Death and Circulation. This document contained condensed information from the selected bibliography of scientific, peer-reviewed articles selected by the Planning Committee (Appendix A) to assist in deliberations and decision making. The document is presented below.

Tests of Circulatory Function

1. Clinical Tests
   - absence of palpable pulse
   - absence of heart sounds
   - absent breath sounds by auscultation
   - pulseless electrical activity (non-perfusing rhythm)
   - isoelectric EKG
   - absence of breathing
   - pupils fixed and dilated
   - no response to pain
   - loss of pulsatile arterial blood pressure (non-invasive)

2. Laboratory Tests
   - absent pulse by audible Doppler
   - loss of pulsatile arterial blood pressure (invasive intra-arterial line)
   - echocardiographic absence of aortic valve opening or anterograde circulation
   - absent pulse oximetry (no oxygen saturation and/or no plethysmography tracing)
   - other:
     - observation time
     - repetition of testing

3. Guidelines
   - An international literature review\(^\text{18}\) demonstrated that significant variability exists in the guidelines and statements for the determination of death within selected countries that practice donation after cardiac death, particularly in regard to the criteria, diagnostic procedures and wait times. Where testing was specifically addressed, unresponsiveness, absent arterial pulse and apnea were most consistently recommended. Waiting periods ranged from 2 to 10 min, with a 5-minute interval the most frequent.
4. Autoresuscitation
   - In a 2012 retrospective study of 73 DCD patients (including 8 children), no patients exhibited autoresuscitation (AR) during the 5 min observation period following asystole.
   - A systematic review of published studies found no reported cases of spontaneous resumption of circulation after withdrawal of life support (absence of CPR). In 8 studies that reported continuing ECG monitoring and exact times, AR did not occur beyond 7 min after discontinued CPR.
   - In comatose patients who die after withdrawal of life support, ECG activity can persist up to 10 min after terminal cardiac arrest without resumption of circulation.

5. Circulatory Arrest to Arrest of Brain Function
   - Following cardiac arrest in humans, loss of consciousness occurs in 5-6 sec.
   - In human studies of brief cardiac arrest, the EEG becomes isoelectric within 7-20 sec.
   - Animal studies demonstrate isoelectric EEGs within 15-44 sec of cerebral ischemia.
   - To our knowledge, there are no published studies evaluating brainstem electrical function after circulatory arrest.

6. Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation/Extracorporeal Life Support
   - CPR and/or Extracorporeal life support (ECLS) has been deployed as advanced resuscitation techniques for refractory cardiac arrest.
   - The recommended duration of CPR prior to discontinuing resuscitation efforts remains unresolved and depends on a number of factors including the effectiveness of CPR, pre-existing disease, location, body temperature and age.
   - CPR-ECLS has shown encouraging results in the resuscitation of in-hospital refractory cardiac arrest. However, the use of ECLS following out-of-hospital refractory cardiac arrest is associated with poor outcomes.
   - In situ organ preservation techniques have been used to preserve organs in DCD protocols. These techniques are performed post mortem and therefore are beyond the scope of this forum. Existing research is insufficient to determine whether these techniques affect the validity of the determination of death.
Circulatory Sequence in the Dying Process

Participants came to consensus on the circulatory sequence of the dying process. A summary of the sequence is provided below.

**Figure 2: Circulatory Sequence in the Dying Process**

The following terminology was particularly relevant during discussions, and is repeated here to provide clarity in the description of the process:

**Autoresuscitation:** The *spontaneous* resumption of heart contractions causing anterograde circulation that is not induced by cardiopulmonary resuscitation or other external assistance. Examples of heart function such as effective contractions of the myocardium leading to anterograde flow of blood through the aorta and arterial system should be distinguished from examples of heart activity such as atrial natriuretic hormone release or residual pulseless electrical activity.
Permanently: Pertaining to a situation or condition that will not return to its previous state. In the context of death determination, refers to loss of function that will not resume spontaneously and will not be restored through intervention.

Description of the Circulatory Sequence of the Dying Process

The sequence illustrates the critical events that occur when circulatory arrest leads to the death of a patient.

**In situation A**, the patient has had a cardiac arrest and there is no CPR intervention, either because it is not medically indicated or it is against the wishes of the patient or surrogate decision makers. This would include patients who have terminal illness/end-of-life care that includes the limitation or withdrawal of life sustaining therapies.

At C-1, circulation and breathing stop. After a certain time period (between 2 and 5 min\(^3\), based on expert consensus) there is no possibility that circulation and respiration will resume spontaneously (C-2). Because there is no intent to intervene to restore circulation, cessation of breathing and circulation is permanent and the patient is determined to be dead (C-2 and C-3 occur at the same time).

**In situation B**, there has been an attempt to restore circulation and respiration through CPR; however, CPR has been terminated because of lack of success in reviving the patient. The sequence is similar to situation A; however, because CPR has been attempted, existing evidence suggests that the time interval for the possibility of autoresuscitation (between C-1 and C-2) is longer - approximately 7 min\(^2\). As with situation A, once the time interval has passed, the patient is determined to be dead because there will be no additional interventions to attempt to revive the patient.

The above scenarios reflect situations where intervention has been deemed inappropriate or where CPR has been terminated. In situations where CPR is indicated for the patient (which may or may not be immediately available), the patient is not determined to be dead until there is no possibility of resuming circulation by any means (at C-3). The duration of time required after which there is no possibility of resuming the circulation is unresolved.

**Minimum Acceptable Clinical Standard and Additional Tests for Circulatory Arrest Causing Death**

There was agreement that death is first and foremost determined using clinical criteria and participants came to consensus on the minimum acceptable clinical standards for circulatory arrest causing death. There was also recognition that there are additional tests that may be useful in situations where clinical testing cannot be performed or in situations where confounding or special conditions are present. The table below presents the consensus points for both clinical criteria and ancillary tests.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Minimum Acceptable Clinical Standard</th>
<th>Beyond the Minimum Clinical Standard Additional Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-2 Cessation of circulation and breathing with no possibility to resume spontaneously</td>
<td>1. The persistence of C-1 criteria over a period of time as confirmed by continuous observation and intermittent confirmation including repetition of this evaluation at the end of the period. The time period required is 2-5 min. 2. When breathing and circulation ceases following terminated CPR, the time period to reach the point of “no possibility to resume spontaneously” increases to 7 min.</td>
<td>1. Use of the same tests for a higher clinical/laboratory standard for C-1 applied after the time interval required to progress from C-1 to C-2 (2-5 min or 7 min following termination of CPR).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-3 Cessation of circulation and breathing with no possibility to resume</td>
<td>1. When CPR will not be provided, (patient fulfills criteria for not providing CPR) C-3 occurs at the moment of C-2. 2. Following termination of CPR, including a decision not to reinstitute CPR, C-3 and C-2 occur at the same time.</td>
<td>1. Nothing in addition to those tests required for C-2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preconditions Prior to Testing
Preconditions are prerequisites that must be fulfilled prior to application of diagnostic tests:
- The absence of, or decision not to deploy, a functioning mechanical circulatory assist device including ECMO, VAD (ventricular assist device), CPB (cardiopulmonary bypass) and IABP (Intra-aortic balloon pump) as life-saving interventions.

Confounding Conditions for Testing
Confounding conditions are circumstances during which a diagnostic test may become unreliable and require repetition over time or application of an alternative test. These apply principally but not exclusively to the termination of CPR.
- Accidental hypothermia
- Drug intoxication (may change timelines for the rational decision to discontinue CPR)
- Tension pneumothorax
- Cardiac tamponade
- AutoPEEP, dynamic hyperinflation
- Massive pulmonary embolus
- Ongoing mechanical ventilation (potential for autoPEEP)
- The presence of a functioning pacemaker (may promote the resumption of circulation)

Key Considerations
Key considerations describe points made by participants that identify important circumstances, data, reflections, and potential impacts that were taken into account during discussions:
- The clinical criteria and conditions listed here may not be applicable to neonatal patients (term $\geq$ 36 weeks, age $\leq$ 30 days). Further research is required in the neonatal population.
- Determination of death after cessation of circulation should be the same with or without organ donation.
- In the presence of mechanical ventilation and cardiac arrest, end tidal carbon dioxide monitoring can be an additional marker of circulation and may assist in the detection of the resumption of spontaneous breathing and circulation.
- Transthoracic echocardiography may be helpful to document the absence of effective contractile function.
- The decision whether intervention (e.g., CPR, ECMO) is effective or medically indicated in a particular circumstance is a clinical decision that is out of the scope of this forum, as is the decision of duration of intervention before being terminated. While out of scope for this forum, it is recognized that the establishment of guidelines by the cardiopulmonary resuscitation community, including when CPR should be terminated and the indications and limits of emergency deployment of life saving ECMO, would benefit practitioners and would contribute to the work of this forum.
2.4 Integrated Neurological and Circulatory Sequences

The following illustrates the integration of the neurological and circulatory sequences.

Figure 3: Integrated Neurological and Circulatory Sequences in the Dying Process

Description

Because of the inextricable link between circulation and brain function, the neurological and circulatory sequences integrate at several points in the dying process. Once circulation and breathing cease (C-1), there is a short time period between C1 and N2 (less than 20 sec)\textsuperscript{23,24} during which brain function ceases (N-2). The longer the time period without oxygenated circulation to the brain (N-2 to N-3) the progressively higher likelihood that the cessation of brain function is irreversible, even if oxygenated circulation can be re-established (either spontaneously or through intervention). The precise time period for the complete cessation of brain function to be non-resuscitatable (through intervention) after circulatory arrest (N-2 to N-3) is unresolved but may vary depending on factors such as baseline neurological function, duration of anoxia, temperature and the effectiveness of restoring oxygenated...
circulation to the brain if attempted. If circulation will not resume spontaneously (C-2) and will not be restored by intervention, brain function cannot resume and the final end point reached is the permanent cessation of brain function (N-3=C-2). If circulation cannot be restored through an intervention (e.g. CPR, ECMO) that may be intended (C-1 to C-3), then the cessation of brain function without any possibility to resume occurs at N-3 ≥ C-3.
2.5 Operational Definition of Human Death

Supplemental Reference Document

Participants reviewed and revised the supplemental reference document provided on Operational Definition of Human Death. This document contained condensed information from a literature review on the topic, to assist in deliberations and decision making. The reference document is presented below.

Medical Definitions of Death
The definitions of death proposed in the literature over the last several decades can be grouped into 3 main categories as follows.

1. Irreversible loss of functioning of the organism as a whole (not the whole organism). Often cited as whole brain definitions. Examples:
   - irreversible cessation of the integrated functioning of an organism as a whole\(^{32}\)
   - the permanent cessation of the critical functions of the organism as a whole\(^{33}\)

2. Irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness. Often cited as higher brain definitions. Examples:
   - loss of that which is considered to be essentially significant to the nature of man where consciousness is the essential characteristic of human beings\(^ {34}\)
   - the irreversible loss of embodied capacity for social interaction\(^ {35}\)
   - total and irreversible extinction of consciousness and sensation, including discontinuation of actual survival of the individual personality\(^ {36}\)
   - irreversible loss of awareness alone represents the loss of the person and signals human death\(^ {37}\)

3. A combination of #1 and #2. Examples:
   - a person is dead when he/she has suffered an irreversible loss of all capacity of integrating and of coordinating the physical and mental functions of the body\(^ {38}\)
   - irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness, combined with the irreversible loss of the capacity to breathe\(^ {39}\)
   - irreversible loss of the capacity for integrating the main human attributes with an integrative functioning of the body\(^ {40}\)
   - the loss of ability of the organism to work as expressed in its commerce with the surrounding world through receptivity to stimuli and signals, the drive to act and the ability to act\(^ {41}\)

4. Another perspective says that it is not possible to provide a definition of death. Examples:
   - should rest on the currently applied criterion of irreversible (however defined) asystole, with the open admission that it does not define “death” but only a moment in the process of dying where organ retrieval can be allowed\(^ {42}\)
• abandon the search for a definition of death and focus on a pragmatic definition of “explantability window” which allows us to discuss when explanation can be realized without committing ourselves with strong metaphysical and/or religious beliefs.\textsuperscript{43}

• The protocol has chosen not to define death but to request that death should be properly established.\textsuperscript{44}

**Operational Definition of Human Death**

After reviewing the historical taxonomy and definitions of death, and the neurological and circulatory dying sequences that had been previously discussed and created, participants came to consensus on an operational definition of human death. The term ‘operational definition of human death’ refers to a practical and concrete definition that describes the state of human death based on measureable and observable biomedical standards. Consistent with the aforementioned scope of the meeting, this definition does not attempt to explain death in religious, spiritual, philosophical or abstract terms.

The following terminology was particularly relevant during discussions, and is repeated here to provide clarity:

**Loss of Capacity for Consciousness:**

Lack of current or any future potential for awareness, wakefulness, interaction and capacity for sensory perception of, or responsiveness to the external environment.

**Function:**

In the context of organs, the primary and fundamental purpose of that organ that can be assessed by observation and examination and is necessary for sustained life. Function should be distinguished from activities, as defined by physiologic properties of cells and groups of cells that can be measured by laboratory means.

**Permanent:**

Pertaining to a situation or condition that will not return to its previous state. In the context of death determination, refers to loss of function that will not resume spontaneously and will not be restored through intervention.

---

**Death occurs when there is permanent loss of capacity for consciousness and loss of all brainstem functions. This may result from permanent cessation of circulation and/or after catastrophic brain injury.**

**In the context of death determination, ‘permanent’ refers to loss of function that cannot resume spontaneously and will not be restored through intervention.**
Key Considerations

Key considerations describe points made by participants that identify important circumstances, data, reflections, and potential impacts that were taken into account during discussions:

- Participants supported the movement away from anatomically based terms such as brain death or cardiac death that erroneously imply the death of that organ. Human death is based on the cessation of function rather than activities.
- Emphasis was placed on the predominance of brain function for determination of death. Death is a single phenomenon based on cessation of brain function (loss of capacity for consciousness and brainstem reflexes) with two mechanisms to reach that point: (i) permanent absence of circulation or (ii) subsequent to a catastrophic brain injury - two entrances, one exit.
- It is understood that the overwhelming majority of deaths in the world occurs after cessation of circulation and may also occur external to health care settings.
- There are a number of regions where deceased donation practices may include re-establishing circulation (e.g. cardiac compressions, extracorporeal organ support) post-mortem for the preservation of organs. There were differences in opinion on the biological consistency of this practice and whether this was within the scope of these discussions. There is a requirement for future discussions and elaboration on this issue and clarity on what constitutes re-establishing circulation, what is physiologically meaningful circulation, circulation versus oxygenation and distinctions between organ targeted, regional and whole body circulation.
- A global medical consensus on an operational definition of human death would support the public confidence required for the necessary implementation in various jurisdictions.
- Simplifying the concepts involved, and making the definitions accessible and comprehensible to the lay and professional public is a core responsibility of this process.
2.6 Building Global Agreement Around Complex Practices

Facilitator Dorothy Strachan reminded participants that the forum was an initial step in a longer and more comprehensive process. While this meeting created the architecture to support the development of a global consensus for the determination of death, pursuant phases must be rigorous with respect to the highest available levels of evidence to support conclusions and recommendations.

Next steps would involve moving forward the conclusions from this event to reaching agreement on shared practices at a global level. Dorothy urged participants to think creatively about how to advance this work in multiple ways, e.g., through research on gaps identified at this forum, regional consultations, information dissemination, guidelines development, expert presentations, face-to-face or virtual scientific workshops, global or regional forums, etc. Participants provided the following suggestions for moving forward with next steps.

Stakeholders:
- Engage up front those who have a stake in implementation so that they buy into dissemination and implementation. Move beyond physicians and involve nurses and forensic pathologists. Get non-medical people involved – these are the main stakeholders – and listen carefully to them.
- Engage a broader range of professional societies in future discussions, e.g., the World Heart Federation, Inter-American Heart Foundation, International Council for Respiratory Care, the Asia Pacific Association of Critical Care Medicine, the World Medical Association, and the International Academy of Pathology.
- Be prepared to move forward even if representatives from all world regions are not immediately available.
- Prospectively involve as many stakeholders as possible - make stakeholders part of the process from the beginning.

Process:
- Establish an external review group to comment on guidelines development and provide advice on the process.
- Consider setting up parallel pathways, i.e., WHO process, publishing in journals, to ensure that guidelines are completed and disseminated in a timely manner.
- Define the key issues upfront, especially controversial ones. Develop a process for developing consensus on how to address these issues.
- Develop a process for the communication and dissemination of literature.
- Develop protocols and standard operating procedures where there is consensus.
- The lack of evidence provides a clear message about the importance of a comprehensive research agenda to support future decision making.

Implementation:
- Create a simplified version of the terminology and guidelines for dissemination to the public.
- Consider developing a way to monitor and evaluate the impact of guideline implementation.
- Be sensitive to cultural and religious differences when considering implementation.
2.7 Research Agenda

The following Research Agenda was created by participants at the meeting. Along with topics for study, suggestions on how to proceed with new studies were provided, including: ensuring that studies were planned with evaluation and outcome data to measure impact of the work, through the use of baseline comparative analysis; and using global networks (such as the Intensive Care Outcome Network study (ICON)) to initiate international point prevalence studies.

Relevant Research Currently in Progress or Planning and Known to Participants

- **Determination of Death Practices in Intensive Care Units (DDePICt) Research Program:** This is a program of research with the purpose of examining death determination practices in the ICU. Work to date includes a systematic review on autoresuscitation\(^\text{20}\), a narrative review of guidelines and statements for the determination of death after cardiac arrest\(^\text{18}\), a survey of ICU physician practice for the determination of death after cardiac arrest\(^\text{45}\) and a pilot feasibility study; “Pilot Study for the Determination of Death after Cardiac Arrest” (in preparation). The purpose of this pilot study is to determine the feasibility of systematically recording physiological information just before and for 30 min following a determination of death after cardiac arrest. Forty-one patients were enrolled in this study and the data from it is currently being analyzed and will be used to plan a multi-centre, international, observational study of the determinants of death after cardiac arrest with the following objectives: The primary objective is to collect invasive and non-invasive monitoring data just prior to and throughout withdrawal of life sustaining treatment (WLST) and the dying process to better address the question of autoresuscitation, inform future policy and further studies and to improve DCD implementation. The secondary objective is to collect data on variables that may influence timing of death (co-morbidities, interventions, etc.) following WLST. These data will be used to develop a novel prediction model to determine the likelihood of death within acceptable timelines to permit successful donation; and to assess the ethical and legal implications of the study with regards to the medical personnel and family members involved.

- **In Toronto,** a rodent model is being used to study anoxic death by measuring spontaneous and stimulated neuronal activity of deep structures of the brain.

**Synthesis of Potentially Available Information**

- A systematic review and grading of existing evidence related to both the neurological and cardiocirculatory determination of death is required.

- There needs to be a review of observational studies of clinical events following brain death, including those that look at the stability of diagnosis and the absence of the need for a second determination.

- In order to address issues regarding the competency of professionals determining death by cardiac and neurologic criteria, there should be a review of the documentation of qualifications for personnel, for both clinical and ancillary testing. There should also be an evaluation of
educational strategies (including continuing education and maintenance of competence) for death determination.

- The existing literature on the utility and receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves used to evaluate the performance of the proposed ancillary laboratory tests should be reviewed and gaps identified.
- A point prevalence study of the worldwide incidence of brain death.

New Biological and Clinical Information Required

Studies initiated in the following areas would be useful in informing practice and policy decisions:

- Natural history of cessation of brainstem-evoked potentials during circulatory arrest
- Natural history of cessation of circulatory and neurological variables comparing patients in three categories: DCD (donation after cardiocirculatory death), terminated CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation), and WLST (withdrawal of life sustaining treatment),
- Collaboration with the acute resuscitation communities to establish guidelines on best practices regarding:
  - duration of life-saving CPR beyond which resumption of brain function is not reasonably possible
  - the indications and limits for the urgent deployment of ECMO during refractory cardiac arrest
- Evaluation of autoresuscitation times in categories mentioned above and better define what is physiologically meaningful circulation to further inform definitions of autoresuscitation
- Clarity and impact on what constitutes re-establishing circulation, circulation versus oxygenation and distinctions between organ targeted, regional and whole body circulation.
- Research specific to pediatric and neonatal populations.
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